
A painting in the Prado 
(Becoming inside Velazquez) 
 
The room sealed and unchanged 
for almost five hundred years -- 
we feel it suddenly expand around us, 
making room for our presence. 
The young man who stands 
forever just arrived  
holding the door ajar -- 
he welcomes us in 
and the women and dwarves stand round.  
The princess' dress is a white balloon forever 
about to take off. Everything waits 
as if we too had been expected, a slight 
barely visible shift 
in the shadows on the floor. 
The maestro's hand drips 
a thin tear-drop of paint.  
An arm is raised 
to spread warm lines of flesh 
across the darkness. 
 
Just outside 
in the entrance chamber where we've come from  
the ruffs of collars perch, crisp and alert, 
on the emissaries from Flanders and the New World. 
With wide sweeps of their capes 
they continue drying their hats --  
it is raining and will go on raining 
this night in Madrid, eternally. 
For this moment 
boats have stopped in mid ocean. 
An English squadron falls asleep 
in the eye of a storm. 
Tumbled inside this space, 
our pockets emptied of keys and phones, of all 
twenty first century gadgetry, 
we are suddenly dizzy, become 
one with the tight-packed crowd 
invisibly held by these four walls. 



Like us, all gaze forward, all 
are hushed. 
From inside the painter's eyes  
we have stepped into  
this limitless trance of pure attending. 
We are soaked in stillness, 
a moment stretched to the size of the universe. 
And what we see 
defies naming, has outstripped seeing. 
It isn't the sovereign couple in front of us,  
they, just like us, wear death 
as their double skin -- 
the tawdry smear of their image 
in the mirror at the far back 
registers this, the ordinariness of 
clothing, those two plump 
sprawling faces, their flesh 
a blur of age waning. 
It's something about the room itself, space  
frozen, and we gaze opened out, 
our past life suspended. 
 
We understand now: 
we have entered the green bottle, 
that transfixed random 
bubble of human longing, 
that rests for all time 
on the ocean floor. 
 


